3

Catering for learner diversity

New Junior Thematic Anthology
is a three-level series featuring a rich
and varied range of language arts
and non-language arts texts. The
series aims to enhance students’
reading and writing skills in English
and broaden their vocabulary.

Set A

•

Life safari

Share your own experience of playing a musical instrument
and/or talk about a musician that you admire. If your students Daisy Hughes
do not play any musical instruments, you can ask them why
and lead them towards answering question 2.

T xt typ :

panic (n.)

impression (n.)

skyscrapers (n.)

rucksack (n.)

trail (n.)

stroll (n.)

spray (n.)

scenic (adj.)

1 A few years ago, Jacky

vote (v.)

blazing hot

breezy

overcast

blizzard

drizzle

thunderstorm

5

have a talent for
music? How can you
tell?

Aunt Lily: Do you like my little wooden hut by the river?
Josephine:

greenery

Of course I do. The

around here is beautiful.

Aunt Lily:

New Junior Thematic Anthology
contains the following features:

stroll

That’s right! Now, do you want to take a
trail

the forest? I found a

Well, I have always had the

spot at the end of it. We can
impression

25

Ronnie’s battered
guitar only has
five strings

That’s not true, my dear. I’d say it’s brighter than some of the back

drizzle

1

skyscrapers

alleys in the city because we haven’t got any

2

overcast

3

thunderstorm

Maximum topic exposure

Aunt Lily:

They are. You know what? I think we should ask everyone to

Aunt Lily:

I think you should start packing your little

yerzeb

abrizdlz

spray

4

. There are lots of mosquitoes in the forest.

panic

blazing hot

5

breezy

6

QR codes

blizzard

15 JTA_Bk1_Set B_3P_FL.indd 91
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Writing support
) Form: __________

13

Fun fiction
d

The Lost Worl

T xt typ s:
* Novel extract
* Book report

By Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle

Money sense

* Play script

Think about
the following
questions before
you start reading:

such
could have left Think about
Nothing else
the following
—a dinosaur.
2 ‘No; a reptile
questions before
in
a track …’
we all stood you start reading:
a whisper, and
morass
died away into
we had left the
3 His words
ing the tracks,
d was
Beyon1
How much
ment. Follow
ood and trees.
motionless amaze
brushw
of
pocket money do
h a screen
extraordinary
of the most
,
and passed throug
bushes
theyou
get? How do
this were five
in
among
and
ing down
an open glade,
seen. Crouch
you usually spend
I have ever
creatures that
.
it?
leisure
ed them at our
and three
10 we observ
two being adults
them,
of
were
five
babies 2 Do you know
as I say,
ous. Even the
4 There were,
all
were enorm
far beyond
what a ‘shopaholic’
In size they
were
ones.
ones
young
two large
was
is? Are you or is
nts, while the
lored skin, which
as big as elepha
had slate-co
upon it.
ever seen. They
the sun shoneanyone you know
creatures I have
shimmered where
broad,
this?
upon theirlike
a lizard’s and
ing themselves
15 scaled like
sitting up, balanc
All five were
three-toed hind3 Do you think
and their huge
gered
powerful tails
younger people
their small five-fin
with
es
while
feet,
the branch
have a different
pulled down
front-feet, they
attitude towards
d. I do not
they browse
money than older
20 upon which
appearance
can bring their
people? Why/why
know that I
saying that
better than by
not?
home to you
kangaroos,
like monstrous
they looked
with skins
in length, and
4 Do you have a
twenty feet
crocodiles.
savings account?
25 like black

2 Do you prefer

3 Who is your
favourite author?
Why do you like
him/her?

4 What was the

last fictional novel
you read? What did
you like/not like
about it?

1 Do you think
pollution is a serious
problem in our
world? Why/why
not?

Shopa

5

stories with a happy
ending? Why/Why
not?

holic

2 What do you
know about landfills
in Hong Kong?

Lots of people everywhere:
Music plays, I have no care.
In my pocket, cards and cash:
So much to spend in a
.
If you look with care at me,
A wealthy person you will not see.

5

4 Do you worry
that humans are
destroying the
planet? Why/why
not?

I earn some m ney every week;
My problem is the shops I seek.
I love so much to shop and buy,
My bank account makes me cry.
I don’t know how some people save:
I wish I could learn how to behave.

10

On the landfill, a teenage boy and an old woman are sitting on a
dirty sofa.
Old woman:
Teenage boy:

Not long for me, boy. I’ve been sick for a long time
now. (Sweeps her arm around, weakly) Sick from
all this.
(Mutters glumly) Yes, sick … and hungry too.

Old woman:

15

What do you mean?

Old woman:

Teenage boy:

What is it?

20

15年2月2日 上午9:55

A doll. When I was young, they were made of
plastic. But this one is different. It’s real.

Teenage boy:

Real?

it about?

Old woman:

Yes. It’s made of something natural. (Gives it to the
boy) I bet you’ve never seen anything real in your
whole life. We’ve lived like this since … (Laughs,
then clutches her chest) Oh, my heart!

15

15年2月2日 上午9:58

25

30

5

sailors

4 ‘I want to influence other
people’s lives and help young
people grow by sharing my
experience with them. My
principal and teachers … are
the perfect examples of what
it means to be a real teacher.’

3 How do you
think urban
development could
benefit Hong Kong?

Mr Lee will now speak in
favour of the government’s
proposal for the urban
development of country parks.

10

Mr Lee:
15

20

4 What are some
environmental
issues that may
result from urban

5 His sense of gratitude saw
development?
him embark on a week-long,
251km marathon across the
Sahara Desert in February to
raise $2 million for the school.

1 Many dream of becoming an astronaut

2 Do you like these
films? Why/why
not?

Hong Kong is one of the world’s greatest cities.
Therefore, we must think forward. We cannot stay
stuck in the past. Our population is booming, yet
the housing supply has not kept up. If we do not act
quickly, Hong Kong may soon find itself in a crisis.
That’s why I believe that the government’s proposal
to extend urban development into country parks is
an absolute necessity.

of training to do that; you only need to have

astronaut need to
wear a spacesuit?

We must begin to build housing complexes
in our country parks so that the housing
supply can keep up with the demand.
25 We have all seen how much
property prices have risen over the
past few years. Sadly, if we don’t
act quickly, the prices will continue
to rise to the point where only
the ridiculously wealthy will
30
be able to afford to buy any
property in Hong Kong.

have reported seeing it in the sea near
the sea using its powerful

tentacles

A fisherman discovered the bones of the Loch Ness Monster.

C

Experts carefully searched Loch Ness without finding anything.

D

The shape of a giant underwater creature is seen on Apple Maps.
8 Find
A surgeon photographed the Loch Ness Monster. words in paragraph 6 that mean the same as the following:

7 Where can the scalp of a Yeti be found?

healing

It is believed to be very
attractive and tricks sailors to
their deaths.

iii)

mermaid

ii)

unicorn

It looks like an ape and is said
to live in Nepal and Tibet.

iv)

15年1月27日 下午5:42

yeti/abominable snowman

10 What does ‘its’ (line 38) refer
to?

the unicorn’s

The latest HKDSE Paper 1
exam question types
11 What is the main idea of paragrap

h 7?

We should keep an open mind to the

because there is still a large part of

possibilities of the existence of mystical

4

the world that is unexplored.

C the jungles

A

B

C

D
B the caves
D all of the above
13 Read paragraphs 5–7 and decide
whether the following statements
are
True,
False or the information is Not Given.
Blacken ONE circle only for each
statement.
i)
ii)

adjective

/juˈniːk/

being the only one of its kind

verb

/snɔː(r)/

to breathe nosily through your nose
and mouth while you are asleep

refreshed

adjective

/rɪˈfreʃ/

feeling less hot or tired

assistance

Part of
speech
noun

/əˈsɪstəns/

help or support

colleague

noun

/ˈkɒliːɡ/

a person that you work with,
especially in a profession or a business

company

noun

/ˈkʌmpəni/

the fact of being with somebody else
and not alone

duty

noun

/ˈdjuːti/

something that you feel you have to
do because it is your moral or legal
responsibility

English meaning

encourage

verb

/ɪnˈkʌrɪdʒ/

to give somebody support, courage or
hope

equipment

noun

/ɪˈkwɪpmənt/

the things that are needed for a
particular purpose or activity

feature

verb

/ˈfiːtʃə(r)/

to include a particular person or thing
as a special feature

inspire

verb

/ɪnˈspaɪə(r)/

to give somebody the desire,
confidence or enthusiasm to do
something well

rush

verb

/rʌʃ/

to move or to do something with great
speed, often too fast

smoothly

adverb

/ˈsmuːðli/

without problems or difficulties

The reasons why you have
chosen him/her as your role
model
(separate your ideas into 2–3
paragraphs)

(Do you want to become like your role model? Why?)
What you can you learn from
your role model

Useful words and phrases


a compassionate heart



influence



a courageous soul



make a donation



admire



selfless



determined



the poor and needy

The Yeti only appears in winter.
Scientists have found

Y

5

W

N

D

H

A

R

I

E
4

O

G

I
C

E

R

A

I

S

E

R

M

Down:

A

6 My class teacher
homework. We’
hand in our hom
7 In most countrie
education is a to
important than m
8 Studying abroad
command of Eng
9 The Robotics Clu
students learn m
such as how to m
them.
10 Under the new sc
students have to
of secondary scho
get their _____.

raise (

下午5:06

requires (v

strict (adj.)



enthusiasm



to give back to society

R
I

7

P
R
I

T

I

O

O
R
I

C

T
Y

L

© Oxford University Press

5

W

N

O

D

E

R

M
15年2月2日 上午10:10

A

their own space flights.
2 Although space tourism is the ultimate dream
for many, others are beginning to think about
15

the potential harmful consequences of such an
activity.

144
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Unit 2

Extensive coverage of text types

15年2月2日 下午4:56

15年1月27日 下午6:11

Riddle 4

Across:
for his own ___
1 Tom has to work part-time to pay
_ subjects at
____
of
lot
a
study
to
have
2 Students
Studies.
al
Liber
and
s
Math
sh,
including Engli
fast-food sh
the
Riddle 5
nt,
onme
envir
the
ct
prote
3 To help
ic box.
plast
ional
addit
each
for
r
_____ one dolla
yf
mone
_
____
to
fair
a
hold
to
s
want
l
4 The schoo
pool.
ming
building a swim
I often ____
5 When I listen to the news these days,
to.
ng
comi
is
what the world

There are many of us in the classrooms.
30

We study the same subjects and wear the
same ‘costumes’.

We talk and play together five days a week.

We encourage one another, and always help
the weak.

Over 40 text types:

Sometimes, we may argue or fight,
35

But we never stay angry for more than one night.
Do you know us? students

Unit 11

The Enchanted Cafe—a fantasy themed steakhouse
5 Address: 78 Party Lane, Hong Kong

• Advertisement

• Lyrics

• Advice column article

• Magazine article

• Argumentative essay

HKDSE

T

B they can raise money
C they can enjoy life

A

B

C

D

F

.
2 Diabetes can cause problems in the __________
C lungs and kidney
A heart and brain

A

B

C

D

above
of the
all best
D the
TSA Choose
B kidney and heart
answer and blacken the circle.

HKDSE

__________.
Sammi was
3 The greatest challenge 1forAccording
to the lyrics of the song, Jade and the writer
A learning to ride a bikeA went to the same school

.

B not eating sweet food B felt sad because they could not laugh together
D any more
C
B
A
C raising money for theCevent
spent a lot of happy moments together
A
B
C
D none of the above D cried because Jade had to go to Canada
.
__________
Sammi
,
participants
the
2
of
Sometime,
Out
4
there are ‘black clouds’ in our life. Black clouds
are
A bad weather
A was the youngest
C good friends
A
B
C
the race
B unhappy
B took the longest to complete
things
D rainy days
D
C
B
A
C got the most sponsors
3 The writer and Jade cannot see each other
because
.
D was the most ill
A Jade moved to Canada
event included __________.
cyclingmoved
the writer
5 People who participatedBin the
to Canada
friends
Sammi’s
iii
C there are black clouds
i Sammi
A
B
C
iv doctors
ii Sammi’s parents D they
are not friends any more
D
C
B
A
C i, iii and iv
A i, ii and iii
4 The writer liked the song so much that she
.
D ii, iii and iv
B i, ii and iv
A paid attention to the lyrics
.
B __________
cried
6 Sammi got an award for

D

.
D

NG

C event
listened to it repeatedly
A helping others in the
event
all of
in the
the above
B winning first place D

D
C
B
A
eventare
C participating in 5theThere
many kinds of music ‘genres’. Genre is the
t amount of money
D raising the second-mos
A speed
C melody
B lyrics
D style

A

B

C

D

• Newspaper article

• Biography

• Play script

• Blog entry

• Poem

• Book report

• Postcard

• Diary entry

• Promotional leaflet

• Encyclopedia entry

The latest TSA Reading question types

creatures

12 According to the encyclopedia
entry, what areas of the world are
still
unexplored?
A the seas

unique
snore

Handy and useful
glossaries are provided
at the back of each
book and online.

US$20 million for his trip. In the following eight

D they can learn how to ride a bike
fascinating

Loch Ness Monster/Nessie

118
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Unit 19

9 Based
D in paragraphs 2 to 6, write
C on information
the name of the correct
mystical creature under each of the
following descriptions.
It is said to live underwater
It is believed to be similar to
and has a long neck with a tiny
a horse with a single horn.
village in Nepal/in Nepal
in ahead.

i)

an aspect of somebody’s personality or
behaviour that is a little strange

years, a total of six more space tourists made

know that __________.
1 The aim of the cycling event is to let diabetics
A they can be like Sammi Tsang

a) interesting Ness.
A couple reported seeing the Loch Ness Monster near Loch
b) medicinal
A

the position in which you hold your
body when standing or sitting

/kwɜːk/

experience, but it was said that he had paid

TSA Choose the best answer and blacken the circle.

B

E

to jump around on one foot

/ˈpɒstʃə(r)/

noun

• Informal letter

• Review
• Riddle

• Informational report

• Story

• Itinerary

• Travel blog

• Letter to the editor

• Website article, etc.

Tel: 5555 1368

Business hours: 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. (Sunday to Saturday)

When the teachers need assistance, it’s time for her to
feature.

Customer reviews
7 teddybear:

She prepares your lesson materials and shows you how to
use the equipment.
45

6 The restaurant is decorated like an old castle, with dim lighting and
mysterious music. Waitresses serve burgers and steaks in witch costumes.
They even do magic tricks!

25

This lady works hard in the staff room, but she isn’t a
teacher.
40

30

Sometimes, you may see her in the book kingdom, busy
helping the head librarian.

Rock and Roll Pizza House—traditional pizza served with a smile

35

16

9 Address: 55 North Avenue, Hong Kong

Master storyteller

2 What is your
favourite animated
film? Why do you
like it?
3 Do you like
Japanese anime
films? What do
you like/dislike
about this kind of
animation?

Hayao
Miyazaki

36

9

11 garliclover: They don’t have any garlic! That’s
so weird! I also asked for some extra
cheese on my pizza, but didn’t get
any. The service was horrible!
12 rockout:

9

2 Miyazaki’s first big break came in 1979, when he directed
his first feature film, Lupin III: The Castle of Cagliostro. After
that, in 1984, he released his first critically acclaimed film,
Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind. Miyazaki, however, had
15 not been well known in the West until the release of Princess
Mononoke in 1997. That success was followed up by
Spirited Away, which won the Golden Bear at the 52nd Berlin
International Film Festival in 2002 and the Academy Award for
Best Animated Feature at the 75th Academy Awards in 2003.
20 Miyazaki’s last feature film, The Wind Rises, was released in
2013.

15年1月27日 下午3:51

I can’t tell you how many times
a waiter stumbled dangerously
while serving the pizza. They don’t
sell any good drinks either.

English nouns can be countable (e.g.
cakes,
Unit
7 eaters) or uncountable (e.g. bread, garlic).
We use some with countable and uncountable nouns in positive statements, and any in
negative statments and questions, e.g. You can also eat some amazing cakes there. They
don’t have any garlic!

Aunt Hazel’s pets

We use How many and How much to ask about quantities, e.g. How many more

vegetarian restaurants does this city need? How much does the food cost?
By Mary Williams

Five white rabbits live in Aunt Hazel’s shed.

63

They’re lovely and fat, and 36
so soft on their bed.
06 JTA_Bk1_Set B_2P_FL.indd
40

15年1月27日 下午4:07

Inside a cage sit two big green birds.
I’m happy when they say a few words.
And on Sunday evenings, I play with her mouse.
Such happy times at Aunt Hazel’s house!

3 Now retired, Miyazaki was awarded an Honorary Award by
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in 2014. He
is the first anime director to receive this prestigious award.
25

Four cats on the sofa, with eyes of green.
Their grey fur is soft, but their claws are mean.

11 JTA_Bk1_Set B_4P_FL.indd 63

45

4 Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind was the first film to
truly introduce the three dominant themes that can be seen
in a lot of Hayao Miyazaki’s works—feminism, pacifism and

But at the moment, I visit no more.
Not since her new pet slid under the door.
It’s long and black, with a nasty old stare.
I think it prefers it when I’m simply not there.

106
50

16 JTA_Bk3_Set B_3P_lyn.indd 106

Customer reviews

45

Japanese
1 Hayao Miyazaki is a 02
JTA_Bk1_Set B_3p_FL.indd
film director, animator, manga
artist, producer and screenwriter.
Born in 1941, Miyazaki has
5
become famous around the world
for his talents for drawing and storytelling. He has even been
compared to the likes of American animator Walt Disney and
British animator Nick Park. In addition to all the famous films
he has worked on, Miyazaki also co-founded Studio Ghibli,
10 a renowned film and animation studio in Japan.

4 Do you think
films are a good
platform for making
a political, social
or environmental
statement? Why/
Why not?

10 An American-style restaurant serving fresh pizza with a variety of fresh
toppings. The waiters zoom from table to table on roller skates. Customers
40 can enjoy some golden oldies from the 1950s and friendly service.

We use There is and There are to say that something or somebody exists, e.g. There are
many of us in the classrooms.

T xt typ :

1 What was the
last animated film
you watched? What
was it about?

Tel: 5555 9987

Business hours: 1.30 p.m. to 11.30 p.m. (Sunday to Saturday)

We use the simple present tense to talk about things that are always true, and things
that happen repeatedly, e.g. I am your captain. We talk and play together five days a
week. Remember to add an ‘s’ or ‘es’ to the verb after He, She and It, e.g. He cleans the
Show a picture of Hayao Miyazaki to students and ask them if
S.D. Strider
they have watched any of his animations.
school hall.

* Biography

Think about
the following
questions before
you start reading:

It’s such a fun place to visit and the food
is really tasty! The mushroom burgers
are pure magic!

8 magic5ever: I don’t care how much the food costs; the
performing waitresses are worth the visit!
You can eat some amazing cakes there.

What does she do? teaching assistant

A fishing boat claimed it was followed by a huge underwater creature.

F

to eat quickly in a greedy way

/hɒp/

noun

quirk

appendix_JTA_Bk1_SetB_3P_FL.indd 156

tourism. Tito said that it had been a wonderful

in Scotland

A

F

/ˈɡɒbl/

verb

posture

. People

6 Based on paragraph 4, match the descriptions (A–F) to the correct places in the
timeline to show the order of events in the history of sightings of the Loch Ness
Monster. Write the letter in the box. NOTE: Use only FIVE descriptions.

E

verb

hop

(What has he/she done to impress you? What are his/her
achievements?)

Dennis Tito, orbited the Earth and spent eight

.

5 Where is Loch Ness?

gobble

Personal information about
your role model

days in space, marking the beginning of space

10

. It pulls boats into

Norway

P

C

(his/her name, age, occupation, interests, etc.)

156

HKDSE exam and TSA preparation
octopus

T

S

U
3

I

E

Q

C

I

Across:
for his own _____.
1 Tom has to work part-time to pay
subjects at school,
2 Students have to study a lot of _____
including English, Maths and Liberal Studies.
the fast-food shop is
3 To help protect the environment,
box.
_____ one dollar for each additional plastic
_____ money for
4 The school wants to hold a fair to
building a swimming pool.
_____
often
I
days,
these
news
the
5 When I listen to
what the world is coming to.

the money. In 2001, a US multi-millionaire,

4 Complete the following summary about the Kraken. Use ONE word to fill in each
blank.
The Kraken is a huge creature that looks like an

D

Writing support
1
T U
priority (n.)
provides students
with guidelines
and useful
words
2
10
A C A D E M
and phrases for
completingI the
P
writing tasks.

My role model

because they want to travel into space.

5

4 Do you want
to go on a space
holiday? Explain
your answer.

10

E

Nowadays, you do not need to undergo years

3 Why does an

up to 1.6 km

3 How long can the Kraken get?

to like very much
to hold affectionately in your arms

are they?

Non-language arts

Language arts

D endangered

2 What does ‘them’ (line 10) refer to?

my life.’

Is space
tourism a
good thing?

Should urban development extend to country parks?

1 What are some

caught stealing. Now, I have
continues to grow?
found my direction and am
given a second chance,’ he
2 What does urban
said. ‘The college has changed development mean?

Daisy Hughes

S.D. Strider T xt typ :
* Argumentative
essay

11 JTA_Bk3_Set B_4P_cm.indd 70

D

C

B

2 Tang, 20, credits Christian
Zheng Sheng College on
Cheung Chau with giving him
a fresh start as he prepares to
major in sports science and
physical education at Chinese
University. His goal is to
become a sports teacher.

Think about
the following
questions before
you start reading:

By Gloria Chan problems Hong

Kong will face in
the future as it

20

student from a rehabilitation
centre for problem children to
get into university.

3 ‘Before, I was a rebellious
and self-centred boy who was

15年2月2日 上午9:56

A

C imaginary

/əˈdɔː(r)/
/ˈkʌdl/

Pronunciation

F

N

M

15年2月2日 上午9:59

07 JTA_Bk2_Set B_4P_FL.indd 40
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10

second chance

Space tourism

Moderator: Good evening, everyone. I’ll be your moderator for
Think about
tonight’s debate on urban development in Hong Kong.
the following
Both debaters will give a short opening statement.
questions before
After the opening statements,
you start reading:
I shall ask questions. Both
speakers may respond. The
1 Can you name
debate will end with closing
some films that are
about space? What
statements.

142

76

unknown

5

not?

A real
B

1 He was once a juvenile
delinquent repeatedly caught
stealing. Now, Chris Tang
Shun-yin has become the first

3 Do you think
teens who commit
crimes should be
given a second
chance? Why/Why

40

(line 3)?
1 What is the meaning of ‘legendary’
160

Chris Tang credits rehabilitation centre for
runs 250km to prove it

2 What should
happen to teens
who commit crimes?

4 What is a ‘letter
to the editor’? Have
you ever written
one? If so, what was

Old woman:

Boy thief becomes first from
his school to reach university
and

crimes?

(Chuckles, then coughs) Boy, today is your lucky
day. I have a present for you. (Points to a shopping
trolley offstage) Bring my home to me, boy.

(Moves shakily to the trolley and searches in the
plastic bags. Takes out a doll with an apple head
and looks at it lovingly.) So what have we got
here? ... Have you ever seen something like this?
… I’ve saved it for a special occasion ...

You may want students to skim through the debate
to find out the arguments for both sides.

T xt typ :

1 What are some
reasons why teens
might commit

The boy runs offstage and returns with the woman’s shopping trolley
that contains plastic bags.
Old woman:

English meaning
existing in large quantities

verb
verb

Vocabulary

22

Urban development

* Debate
transcript

Think about
the following
questions before
you start reading:

(Coughs uncontrollably) Not long now.

Teenage boy:

10

25

in the spaces provided. For multiple-choice questions, choose the best
your answers
…
answer and blacken ONE circle only.
Why/why not?

5

3 How can waste
management in
Hong Kong be
improved?

HKDSE Answer the following questions using information from the encyclopedia entry. Write

13 JTA_Bk2_Set B_3P_FL.indd

11

Scene 1

* Newspaper
article

1 ‘A beast?’

1 What is your

like it?

S.D. Strider

* Newspaper
article
* Letter to the
editor

Setting: A landfill

* Poem
happened’

Pronunciation

adore
cuddle

Unit 2, page 12

A second chance

T xt typ s:

Characters: Teenage boy, Old woman

* Poem

…

favourite fictional
genre? Why do you

Karmel Schreyer

The land of rubbish

T xt typ s:

Saoirse McCann

23

The sick planet

T xt typ s:

10
rful things have

‘The most wonde

Think about
the following
questions before
you start reading:

24

7

S.D. Strider

Glossaries

Unit 1, page 6

Over 70 fascinating and exam-relevant topics

•

76

Glossary
/əˈbʌndənt/

A

Writing support

Date: _________________

My role model

Part of
speech
adjective

C

L

diploma (n.)

Unit 3

Write an article about your role model. Write about your role model’s life and his/her personal
achievements, etc. in about 180 words. Use the writing plan and the useful words and phrases below
to help you.

Vocabulary

A

aims (v.)

New Junior Thematic Anthology Book 2 (Set B)
Name: ______________________ (

abundant

O

R

T

Both contextual and thematic vocabulary
items are introduced and practised.

Maximum topic exposure

I

06 JTA_Bk1_Set B_2P_FL.indd 36
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Enhanced vocabulary building

•	Extensive coverage of text types

M

T

Recordings of the reading texts and
pronunciation of vocabulary items
6
S
charging (v.)
are provided online.

An unforgettable hiking trip
When and where did you go hiking last time? Did you like the trip? Write about an
unforgettable hiking trip you have taken in about 150 words.

90

15 JTA_Bk1_Set B_3P_FL.indd 90
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15年1月27日
36
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when I see them. They look so scary!

Writing

Catering for learner diversity

U

O
2

rucksack

Oh, I hope there aren’t giant spiders in the forest. I usually get into
a

R

T

A
I

8

academic (adj.)

14

for their favourite hut. What do you think?

for the hiking trip. And don’t forget to bring the bug

Josephine:

priority (n.)

Botswana, he saw much poverty
and he could not help giving
the people money and buying
them meals. But eventually, he
realized that it was not enough.

30

Exactly. But mind you, these huts are all unique. We built them

Josephine:

1

P

3 During Jacky’s stay in

ourselves and they all look different.

•	HKDSE exam and TSA
preparation

Set B

glizban toh

I suppose you’re right. There are only ten little huts in this area.

vote

•

2 In April 2014, Jacky went
to Botswana in Africa to give a
performance at the country’s

10

here!
Josephine:

7

I

A Complete the crossword puzzle below w

that the forest is

dark and dangerous …
Aunt Lily:

15

9

R

C

Vocabulary

have a picnic there.
Josephine:

Maitisong
Festival. There,
he found
Ronnie, the
unconventional
guitarist from the
video, who fingers
the strings as if it
were a keyboard
and plays with
the guitar on Ronnie playing the
his neck. The guitar on his neck
two musicians spent much
time playing music together.

20

4 Is there a
musician that you
admire? Why do you
like him/her?

shronttremud

into

which is very good for

scenic

hiking. There’s a

carstove

zelzrid

You know green is my favourite colour.

•

Lau came across a video of
an African guitarist and was
captivated at once. Even
though the performer was
playing a battered guitar, Jacky
immediately recognized his
mastery of the instrument.

3 Do you think you

Weather conditions

strict (adj.)

S
T

B Study the pictures of different weather conditions below. Unscramble the words.
greenery (n.)

6

charging (v.)

diploma (n.)

2 Is there another
instrument that you
would like to learn?
Why?

Unit 15

A Complete the play script below with the correct words from the boxes.

raise (v.)

requires (v.)

aims (v.)

1 Do you play a
musical instrument?
Do you like it? Why?

Vocabulary

Complete the crossword puzzle below with the words from the box
academic (adj.)

Life
safari

Think about
the following
questions before
you start reading:

Comprehensive support to meet students’ needs

Vocabulary

Jacky jamming with Ronnie
A

* Feature article

Oh! What strong feelings of sad regret
On the day Aunt Hazel got a snake for a pet!

15年1月27日 下午6:20

We use in, on and at to talk about time.
We use in for months, years and periods of time, e.g. Always make sure that it has enough
water, especially in summer.

D

5

We use on for days and dates, e.g. And on Sunday evenings, I play with her mouse.
We use at for a specific time, e.g. I suggest you feed your kitten again at noon.

39

of a song.
A

B

C

D
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